
 

 

Tuesday Exiles – Winter 2018/2019 
 

Week thirtyeight  

 

Wipeout remain 7 points clear with one week to go 

 

Wipeout are still 7 points clear of Trouble and Strike after their 6-2 loss to 

Phoenix, who are now only 4 points behind in third. Wipeout got off to a good 

start but were pulled back, winning the game by just 3 pins. The second was also 

close  but Phoenix got the better of it and won by 11 pins and then went on to 

take the last slightly more comfortably. Second placed Trouble and Strike also 

lost 6-2 this time to Fifty Shades who move into fourth place. In a high scoring 

match, Fifty Shades took the first two games and looked on for the 8-0 but 

were undone as Trouble and Strike left their best till last with Paul Weller 

hitting a personal best 208 and taking the points despite Sandra Simmonds 

hitting  a seasons best 221 for Fifty Shades. Sandra finishing with 566 – 77 

over average and John Lester hitting 530 – 35 over average for Fifty Shades,  

Ben Skinner hitting 533 – 53 over average for Trouble and Strike.  

Generation Gap move up to fifth with a 6-2 win over Last Pin Standing, Nick 

Spivey hitting 201 in the first game for Generation Gap to take the points. Last 

Pin Standing then hit back to take the second game but Nick then hit 216 in the 

last to take the game and the over-all. Nick finishing with 571 – 52 over average 

and Rebecca Vincent 33 over average for Last Pin Standing. Mark Ten beat 

Shambles 6-2 taking the first two games but a late fightback saw Shambles 

take the last. Peter Jefferies on good form hitting 48 over average for Mark 

Ten. Strike Out beat What No Strike 8-0, taking a low scoring first game by 7 

pins. Both teams then upped their games by quite a lot, but Strike Out came out 

the better as Steve Tucker hit 205 and after the highs of the second game both 

teams again struggled in the last with Strike Out coming out on top again, this 

time by just 6 pins. 

 

 

 


